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GENERAL INFORMATION for RESIDENTS
Because the general public is often unaware of various laws and
regulations, the Tov/n of South Hampton has prepared the following list
as a guide for those considering actions for which some regulatory system
13 in place. This list Is for information only and the public should
consult the appropriate Officials or Boards for further details.
WETLANDS No digging, filling or other Permit approved by
flow modification In wetlands. Conservation
as defined by Land Use Ordinances Commission
SUBDIVISION Must meet requirements of Zoning Planning Board
Ordinances and Regulations
HOME OCCUPATION Use of Home for Business Board of Adjustment
COMMERCIAL ZONE Commercial Development Planning Board
(Site Plan Review)
BUILDING PERMIT No construction or demoltion until Building Inspector
permit is fully signed
OCCUPANCY PERMIT No occupancy or use of new modified Building Inspector
building until approved
HISTORIC DISTRICT No construction or modifications Historic Commission
in those districts without approval
SEPTIC SYSTEMS Must meet State and Town standards Health Officer
SAND & GRAVEL
EARTH REMOVAL Must have permit for excavation Planning Board
BONFIRES No burning without a permit Fire Warden
TIMBER HARVEST Yield tax, limits on cutting Selectmen
MOTOR VEHICLE Annual renewals on birth month Town Clerk
DOG LICENSE Annual renewal, rabies shots Town Clerk
VOTER REGISTRATION Upon establishing residence Town Clerk/Super
visor of Checklist
REFUSE DISPOSAL V»eekly pickup, Thursday, llmita- Selectmen
tions on volume and type, please
inquire about Recycle Program
JUNK CARS No more than one unregistered Selectmen
vehicle
STRAY ANIMALS uogs must be controlled by Police
property owners
Please refer to directory of officers and appointees for individual
naaes. Additional Inforaatlon nay be found in the various reports
from the officials.
WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
1999
To the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton in the County of Rockingham in
said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town l-lall in said Town on Tuesday the 9*
of March 1999, between the hours of 11:00 in the forenoon and 8:00 in the
evening, to act upon Articles 1 and 2.
You are also hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on




To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To See if the Town will vote to adopt amendments to the Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
Article III. General Provisions. Add Yard Sale Ordinance.
18. Yard, garage, barn or lawn sales may be permitted in the Town of South Hampton from
April 15 to October 15 subject to the following restrictions.
a. Any residence may have up to three (3) yard, garage, bam or lawn sale(s) within
the permitted time frame, provided that such occasions be at least thirty (30) days
apart and not more than two (2) days duration.
b. Any sign(s) associated with any yard, garage, barn or lawn sale may be put up one
(1 ) day prior to the sale and must be removed one day after the sale. Any sign
associated with the sale must not be over four (4) square feet in size.
c. No yard, garage, barn or lawn sale shall interfere with the normal traffic pattern on
any roadway within the Town of South Hampton.
Article IV. Rural Residential District. Revise Home Occupations to read as follows:
A. Permitted uses:
5. Home Occupations: Customary home occupations may be permitted in this district by
special exception of the Board of Adjustment where the use:
a) does not displav or create outside the building any evidence of the home
occupation except a single unlighted sign which shall not exceed four square
feet in area.
b) does not involve substantial increase in daily traffic flow and hazard due to
increased turning movements and that no parking will be required in the public
right-of-way.
c) does not use more than 25% of the gross living area of the dwelling unit.
d) is in a single dwelling unit or in a building accessory to a dwelling unit and
only, the person or persons maintaining a dwelling therein and not more than
one additional person is employed in the home occupation. If there is more
than one employee, site plan review by the planning board will be required.
Article V Commercial District. Add telecommunication facilities ordinance:
A. Permitted Uses:
7. Telecommunications facilities:
a. Maximum height of 1 80 feet for towers.
b. Set back from a residence shall be at least 300% of the height.
c. Towers shall be landscaped with a buffer of plant materials that effectively
screens the view of the tower compound from adjacent property.
d. This ordinance shall not govern any tower or antenna that is under 70 feet in
height and is owned and operated by a federally licensed amateur radio
station operator or is used exclusively for receive only antennas.
Article X. Historic District Ordinance, rewrite as follows:
A. Historic District:
An historic district stiall be superimposed upon the other districts established in this
zoning ordinance. The regulations and procedures of Section B, l-iistoric District
Regulations, shall apply in addition to the regulations of the underlying districts and other
applicable ordinances. Procedures for designation of local historic districts, shall be in
conformance with RSA 674:46, and other applicable statutory requirements. There shall
be no exemption of these regulations for municipal, school and religious structures




An historic district shall be shown on the Zoning Map as from time to time adopted and
amended by the Town of South Hampton. It may coincide with, cross, or include all or
part of one or more of the underlying districts.
2. Verbal Boundary Description:
Hilltop: Same as current zoning.
Highland Road Area: Same as current zoning.
Jewell Town: Same as current zoning.
Currierville: Same as current zoning.
3. Use:
Uses permitted in the underlying zoning districts are permitted in the histohc district.
4. Certificate of Approval Not Required:
Within the historic district a Certificate of Approval from the historic district commission is
not required for routine maintenance work, repairs, and exterior alterations which do not
change the architectural normally found in that type of facade whether it be Federalist,
Georgian, or Greek revival.
5. Certificate of Approval Required:
Within the historic district a building permit for significant change , alteration,
construction, demolition, or relocation (into, out of, or within the district) shall not be
issued until and unless a Certificate of Approval is issued by the historic district
commission in accordance with the provisions of Section B.15.




Pursuant to RSA 673:1, the Tov\m of South Hampton established in 1975 an historic
district commission, and pursuant to RSA 674:46, the Town at Town Meeting has [with]
this ordinance established 4 (four) historic districts within the boundaries of the Town of
South Hampton.
2. Definitions:
Routine maintenance is repairing/preserving original work with like materials or colors to
match what is original so that the repair is virtually invisible.
Significant change is substituting a different feature, material or adding or subtracting
from the original fabric or structure.
3. Purposes:
(a) Enhance the visual character of South Hampton by encouraging and regulating the
compatibility of new construction within the historic district to reflect and respect
established architectural traditions.
(b) To preserve for generations to come the unique collections of historically,
architecturally and culturally significant buildings and structures which characterize
the town of South Hampton, to encourage their maintenance and restoration, and to
insure that new buildings and structures, and alterations to existing buildings and
structures, and uses of buildings and structures within the Districts are in visual
harmony with their neighbors in order that districts be preserved which will reflect the
cultural, social, economic, political and architectural history of the town of South
Hampton, conserve and maintain property values in such Districts, foster civic
beauty, strengthen the local economy, and annually provide an opportunity to benefit
the education, pleasure and welfare of all the citizens of the municipality.
Membership:
(a) The historic district commission shall consist of five members and up to three
alternates. All members and alternates;
(1
)
Must be residents of South Hampton, and
(2) Must have demonstrated interest and ability to understand, appreciate, and
promote the purposes of this Article.
(b) One member shall be a member of the board of selectmen, and at least two
members shall be residents of a historic district.
(c) Whenever a regular member of the Commission is absent or whenever a regular
member disqualifies himself or herself, the chairperson shall designate an alternate
to act in the place of the absent member as provided by RSA 673:1 1
.
Terms of Office, Vacancies, and Removal:
(a) Members shall be appointed by the selectmen.
(b) The selectmen shall act within sixty days to fill a vacancy, including expired terms.
Vacancies shall be filled as provided by RSA 673:12.
(c) Members may be removed for cause in a manner as provided by RSA 673:13.
(d) The chairperson may request the resignation of any member who fails to attend
three consecutive meetings without just cause.
Officers/Quorum:
The commission shall annually elect a chairperson from the appointed members and
may create other officers, as it deems necessary. The term of every officer and
chairperson elected by the historic district commission shall be one year. Both the
chairperson and officers shall be eligible for re-election. Three members of the
commission shall constitute a quorum for the conduct of business.
Disqualification:
Disqualification of a member of the South Hampton Historic District commission shall be
per RSA 673:14.
Meetings:
Meetings of the historic district commission shall be held at the call of the chairperson
and at such other times as the commission members may determine, but not less than
once a year. Public notification and the public hearings of the commission's actions
shall be in conformance with RSA 91 -A and other applicable statutory requirements.
Powers and Duties of the Commission:
In accordance with RSA 674:46-a the historic district commission shall have the powers
and duties to:
(a) Establish rules and regulations for the conduct of business, which are consistent
with the purposes of this Article, and in conformance with RSA 674, RSA 676, RSA
677, and RSA 91 -A.
(b) In accordance with the provisions of Section A.5, of this ordinance, establish, adopt
and make available, to applicants and the public, guidelines to be used by the
commission in reviewing and passing on applications for a Certificate of Approval to
construct, alter, repair, move or demolish any building or structure within the historic
district.
(c) Approve or disapprove, in whole or in part, applications for Certificates of Approval
for which a permit is required under Section B.11, and file said Certificate of
Approval or Notice of Disapproval with the building inspector following the
commission's findings.
(d) Request reports and recommendations from town departments and from other
organizations and sources, which may have information or can provide advice
pertinent to the application or the proposal's impact on the district.
(e) Retain professional consultants as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of
this Article, subject to the availability of funds for this purpose.
(f) Act in an advisory role to other officials, departments, boards, commissions, and
committees of the town, regarding the identification, protection and preservation of
local historical resources.
(g) Act as a liaison betvi/een the local government and individuals and
organizations
concerned with historic preservation.
(h) Work toward continuing education of citizens regarding historic preservation issues
and concerns.
(I) Recommend and propose amendments and/or revisions of this article and of the
boundaries and limits of any historic district to the planning board,
(j) Keep or cause to be kept accurate and complete records of each application, all of
which shall be a part of the public record.
10. Scope of Review and Certificate of Approval:
It is unlawful for any person to construct, alter, repair, move or demolish any
building, structure which lies within the South Hampton Historic District without first
obtaining a Certificate of Approval from the historic district commission in the manner




For the purposes of this article, the historic district commission shall review the
following activities:
(a) Significant change, erection, alteration, demolition, or relocation (into, out of, or
within the district) of a building or structure, and construction on any site;
(b) Construction or reconstruction of any stonewall or fencing;
(c) The use of "nontraditional" building materials may be utilized within the district
provided the outward appearance of said materials meets the approval of a majority
of the commissioners.
12. Exceptions:
The historic district commission is not required to review the following activities:
(a) Routine maintenance and repair of any building, structure, stonewall or fencing.
(b) Painting or repainting of buildings structures or fences in the same color.
(c) Installation of replacement windows of the same size and panes. Snap-in grills are
not permitted.
(d) Changes in buildings or structures not visible from any public road.
13. Application Procedures:
The following procedures shall be used in processing applications for approval of
work
covered by this Article: .
(a) Application forms are available from the Building Inspector, Chairman of
the Histonc
District Commission, or Town Clerk, Completed applications shall be sent to the
Chairman of the Historic District Commission or the Town Clerk.
(b) Upon receipt of an application, the Chairman of the Historic District
Commission
shall within 15 days, schedule a meeting to review the application.
The meeting
shall be posted at least 24 hours in advance and the Chairman shall
attempt to
inform abutters. The application will be reviewed and if complete will be
deemed
filed effective that date. If the application is incomplete,
the applicant will be
informed of the specific deficiencies, and a new meeting will be scheduled as
soon
as these are corrected. /^ ^r , f
(c) The applicant shall make written application to the commission for a
Certificate or
Approval. The application shall include:
-Completed building permit form, if applicable.
-Narrative description of the project.
-Graphic materials of sufficient clarity and detail to give the commission
a clear
and certain understanding of the applicant's intention regarding
the work
contemplated.
-The commission may request, and the applicant shall supply, site
plans,
building plans, elevations, perspective sketches, photographs,
building material
samples or other information reasonably required by the Commission
to make
its determination of approval or disapproval.
(d) There shall be no application fee.
14. Review Criteria:
In making a determination on an application, the historic district commission shall be
guided by the following:
(a) South Hampton is an historic town with its character reflected in the architecture of
the structures that lie within the historic districts. The architectural styles of the
buildings within the districts include Federalist, Georgian, and Greek Revival. New
construction should reflect and respect established architectural traditions.
Contemporary architecture is not allowed in the historic district.
(b) It is not the purpose of this ordinance to deny a citizen the right to erect, alter,
relocate, or demolish a building or structure within the historic district so long as the
result will not affect the character of the historic district.
15. Findings:
At the conclusion of its review of the completed application the historic district
commission may determine that the application:
(a) has little or no impact on the district and that the application is approved. The
applicant will be issued a Certificate of Approval and he may proceed.
(b) Is in conformity with the guidelines and intent of the Historic District Commission and
that the application is approved. The applicant will be issued a Certificate of
Approval and he may proceed.
(c) will have significant impact on the district or it represents a new residence. The
chairman of the Historic District Commission shall schedule a public hearing.
(d) Is clearly out of conformity with the guidelines of the Historic District Commission. If,
after further study and attempts to bring the plans into conformity with the guidelines,
a reasonable compromise cannot be reached, the Histonc Disthct Commission shall
issue a Notice of Disapproval which will include the reasons why it was disapproved.
After the issuance of the Certificate of Approval, the building inspector may issue a
building, demolition or other permit for the approved project. The issuance of a Notice of
Disapproval shall prohibit the building inspector from issuing a building, demolition, or
other permit.
16. Hearing and Notices for those cases that the Historic District Commission deems to
require a hearing:
(a) The historic district commission shall conduct a hearing on the application.
(b) The commission shall issue a Certificate of Approval or Notice of Disapproval in
conformance with RSA 676:9.
(c) Failure to render a decision within the specified time shall be deemed to constitute
approval by the commission in conformance with RSA 676:9.
(e) Written notice of the commission hearing date shall be given to each abutting
property owner in cases involving demolition, relocation, new construction, and/or
substantial alteration, in conformance with RSA 91 -A: 2. The Applicant will pay the
cost of the heahng in accordance with fee schedule (Appendix A).
17. Notice and Filing of Decision:
All decisions of the Commission shall be made available for public inspection per RSA
91-A:2.
18. Appeals:
Any person or persons jointly or severally aggrieved by a decision of the historic district
commission shall have the right to appeal that decision to the zoning board of
adjustment in accordance with the provisions of RSA 677:17.
19. Enforcement:
In case of the violation of any ordinance or regulation made under the authority
conferred by RSA 676, the historic district commission, in addition to other remedies may
institute injunction, mandamus, abatement or any other appropriate action or proceeding
to prevent or enjoin or abate or remove such violation.
20. Penalties:




If any section, clause, provision, portion or phrase of these Articles shall be
held to be invalid or unconstitutional by any court of competent authority,
such holding shall not affect, impair or invalidate any other section, clause,
provision, portion or phrase of this Article.
Article XVI. Penalties. Change to read as follows:
Whoever violates any provision of this ordinance shall be punished by a fine as provided in RSA
676:17. Enforcement shall be the responsibility of the Selectmen.
Remove references to fees from the followino Article's and add them to Appendix A
Article III, 1.
Article III, 2, c, I.
Article III, 13.





3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $293,998 (Two
hundred ninety three thousand nine hundred ninety eight dollars) for the general
operation of the Town.
The above includes $16,179 for the 1999 payment on the 1996 GMC custom
pumper. The following table shows the relationship between the operating budget,
other warrant articles, and the total appropriations:
1999 1998
Operating Budget 293,998 292,526
Warrant articles 79.955 46.475
Total appropriations 3 73, 953 339, 00
1
The operating budget is 14% above last year and after adding the warrant articles,
the total is 10% above last year The selectmen expect to apply $70,000 from the
fund balance therefore the net effect on the tax rate is expected to be a reduction of
approximately $0.30. The county cost is expected to be reduced to the lowest level
since 1994.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 (Ten
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Town Buildings Maintenance Trust Fund
created in 1992 under RSA 31:19.
The reason for an increase over past years is for the installation of a handicap
bathroom and remodeling of the kitchen at an estimated cost of $11,300.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 (Twenty five
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Hilidale Avenue Pavement Capital Reserve
Fund created in 1997 and to appoint the selectmen as agents to expend, under RSA
35:1.
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6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (Five
thousand hundred dollars) to be placed in the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund
created in 1996 under RSA 35:1.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $26,000 (Twenty Six
thousand dollars) for the purpose of a town wide revaluation.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 (Three
thousand dollars) for the purpose of purchasing new tax collection software and
hardware.
9. To see if the town will vote to appropriate the sum of $1,400 (One thousand four
hundred dollars) to be placed in the Ford/Grumman Refurbishment Fund created in
1998 under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a.
10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $2,000 (Two thousand dollars)
to be placed in the Campaign 2000 Capital Reserve fund established in 1998 under
the provisions of RSA 35:1
.
The money would be used for a capital improvement project to the area between the
town hall and Main Avenue and would spent only if the town approves a plan by
March 2001. If no plan is approved by then the funds would revert back to the town.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 (Two
thousand dollars) for the purpose of restoring the lot line in the Hill top cemetery.
This is the same as article 10 last year however this project could not be undertaken
during 1998.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 (Two
thousand five hundred dollars) to start a 3 or 4 year plan to remove old pines and
saplings at the Indian Ground Cemetery. The plan includes reconstruction of the
stone stockade on Hilldale as a historic area.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 (Five hundred
dollars) for the purpose of updating the cemetery plot maps.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,280 (One
thousand two hundred eighty dollars) for the purpose of purchasing, for the fire
department, 5 rescue coats to meet the NFPA 1999 standard for protective apparel
and OSHA compliance against blood-borne pathogens.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,275 (One
thousand two hundred seventy five dollars) for the purpose of purchasing, for the
police department, a Genesis VP cordless hand held radar with the VersaPak
rechargeable battery system.
16. Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the town of South
Hampton, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a
12
person 65 years of age up to 75 years $20,000 (Twenty thousand dollars); for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years $30,000 (Thirty thousand dollars); for a
person 80 years of age or older $40,000 (Forty thousand dollars). To qualify, the
person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real
estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse ,
they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the tax payer must
have a net income of not more than $25,000 (Twenty five thousand dollars) or, if
married, a combined net income of less than $40,000 (Forty thousand dollars); and
own net assets not in excess of $75,000 (Seventy five thousand dollars), excluding
the value of the persons residence.
This article is to expand on the elderly exemption eligibility requirements. Increase
the single tax payer maximum income from $13,400 to $25,000, increase the married
tax payer maximum income from $20,400 to $40,000, and to increase maximum net
assets from $35,000 to $75,000.
17. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SOUTH HAMPTON THIS
EIGHT DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1999





SELECTMEN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
Signed in my presence .L-^^of.^u^^ ^- '--^•>-^-^^^^-^
Andrea Condon - Notary Public
My Commission Expires -^' '^' '^'
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State ofNew Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division
P.O. 60x1122
Concord, NH 03302-1 122
(603)271-3397
FORM MS-7
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET
OF THE
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue
for
Ensuing Year January 1 , 1 999 to December 31,1 999
Important: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities:
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended or not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant article must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
place on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at
the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT. (RSA 31:95 and 32:5)












TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON. NH
ith thMARCH 10'" & 11'", 1998
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, in the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs, held on March
10*, 1998 at the South Hampton Town Hall, the following business was transacted:
Moderator Walter Shivik announced that the ballot boxes had been inspected and were found
to be empty and that absentee ballots would be processed at 2:00 p.m. He read the Warrant
and declared the polls open at 11:08 a.m. Ballot Clerks for the day were Charlie Ducharme
and Sheila Mahoney. There were 215 ballots cast out of 562 registered voters.
ARTICLE 1 - Town Officers were elected as follows:
Selectman (2 years) -
Selectman (3 years) -
Moderator -





Trustee of the Trust Funds-
Cemetery Trustee (1 year)
Cemetery Trustee (2 year)













































School Officers were elected as follows:
School Board Member -
Moderator-
School District Treasurer -








The polls were closed at 8:01 p.m.
Town meeting was continued to March 1 1 , 1997 at 7:30 p.m.




24 write in votes
1 6 write in votes
5 write in votes
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
MARCH 11^1998
(Continued from March 10*'')
The following evening on March 11'^ Moderator Walter Shivik called the meeting to order at
7:30 p.m. After the Pledge of Allegiance he introduced the Board of Selectmen, the Town Clerk
and Deputy Clerk and the Budget Committee Members. He then stated some of the
procedures he would follow in conducting the meeting. The Moderator read the Warrant and
announced the results of yesterday's election (Article 1).
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $293,826 (Two
hundred ninety three thousand eight hundred twenty six dollars) for the general operation of the
Town. Motion made by Larry Baker and seconded by Charlie Ducharme. Larry noted that the
operating budget includes the payment for the '96 pumper and is 3% lower than last year's
budget. If all the warrant articles pass, the total budget will be 1 % below last year. He then
went over the budget by line item. It was noted that the highway block grant is included in the
summer maintenance budget and the Library is spending down some of their trust balance.
JoAnn Hill amended the "Patriotic Purposes" line item to $300, explaining the need to refurbish
the garden and continue work along the fence. Ed Condon seconded the amendment and it
was voted and passed. David Riecks questioned why the underground water tank was charged
to the highway budget rather then the school. James VanBokkelen responded that the
Selectmen felt there was a public safety benefit for the Town. Adele Fiorillo pointed out there
was an error in the amount on the warrant - it should have been $292,326. The article as
corrected and amended to $292,526 was voted and passed.
Articles. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 (One
Thousand dollars) to be placed in the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund created in 1988
under RSA 35:1. Motion made by James VanBokkelen and seconded by Charlie Ducharme.
James noted if this passes there will be $11,664 in this fund should a piece of land become
available. Also, under this RSA, Town Meeting approval is required to expend. The motion was
voted and passed.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (Five
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Cemetery Land Acquisition and Development Capital
Reserve Fund created in 1993 under RSA 35:1. Motion made by Charlie Ducharme and
seconded by James VanBokkelen. K. Imbrescia asked how much is in the fund. Charlie
answered $56,156 if this passes. The motion was voted in the affirmative.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (Five
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Town Buildings Maintenance Trust Fund created in 1992
under RSA 31:19. Motion made by Larry Baker and seconded by Charlie Ducharme. Larry
noted the present balance of this fund is $7,682. Repairs were made to the Library out of this
fund last year. James added painting of the Town Hall was also done through this fund. The
motion was voted in the affirmative.
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Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 (Twenty
five thousand dollars) to be placed in the Hilldale Avenue Pavement Capital Reserve Fund
created in 1997 under RSA 35:1. Motion made by James VanBokkelen, seconded by Larry
Baker. Mary Mertinooke noticed there will be $50,500 in this fund if the motion passes and
questioned how it will be used. James responded that the Road Agent said because Hilldale
was originally paved as a one-lane road, both sides have caved in and the road must be dug up
and repaved at an approximate cost of $75,000. Mary Jo Souther complained of water washing
down the side of the road and was told that Scott would be putting some hot patch in to
temporarily take care of the problem. The motion was voted and passed.
Article 7. To see if the town will authorize the establishment of a capital reserve fund
(pursuant to RSA Chapter 35) for the future revaluation of the town and to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,000 (Eight Thousand dollars) towards this purpose. James VanBokkelen made
the motion, seconded by Charlie Ducharme. James explained that the last complete valuation
was done in 1 989 and felt that if we started setting aside money now we could have this done in
2000. Larry Baker added that the Selectmen don't feel this is urgent - the Town can decide if it
is needed. JoAnn Hill recommended passing this because of the land values. Adele Fiorillo
asked if the total value effects the Rockingham County tax assessment. The response was
there is some effect.
Burt Stackhouse made a motion to restrict reconsideration of the money articles previously
passed, seconded by Ed Condon. Judy Shivik asked if this includes the general operating
budget and Burt answered yes. JoAnn Hill stated that we have a motion on the floor to vote.
The Moderator called for a vote on Article 7. The motion was voted by hand-count and passed.
Craig Marx asked for a secret ballot as he did not get the same count. The Moderator asked for
a standing vote and the motion was voted and failed.
The motion to restrict reconsideration of the money articles was voted and passed.
Article 8. To see if the town will vote to create an expendable general trust fund under the
provisions of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Ford/Grumman Refurbishment Fund, for repairs
outside the scope of the routine maintenance budget and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000 (Two thousand dollars) toward this purpose and appoint the selectmen as agents to
expend these funds. Motion made by Charlie Ducharme and seconded by James
VanBokkelen. Mary Mertinooke asked what the fund was for. Fire Chief John Gamble replied
that the fire truck needs new tires and amended the amount of the appropriation to $2,400 as
recommended by the Budget Committee, seconded by Ed Condon. James responded that
since the truck is 10 years old, big ticket expenses will be coming up. He added that the
Selectmen understood this article to be a fund for possible future repairs. Mary Mertinooke
amended the appropriation to the sum of $4,000, seconded by Craig Marx. Dan Cordeiro
questioned whether this is a reserve fund or expendable fund. Larry answered this fund can be
expended and noted that the Fire Department budget has increased by 7% this year without the
warrant articles. Ed Condon responded it is still the smallest budget of any in town. The
amended sum of $4,000 was voted and lost. Dennis Blair moved the original amendment of
$2,400, seconded by Craig Marx. The motion passed. The motion as amended was voted
and passed.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of a town improvement project in celebration of the
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upcoming Millennium and to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 (Ten thousand dollars) to
be placed in this fund to be known as the Campaign 2000 fund. James VanBokkelen moved
that the article be adopted as read, seconded by Larry Baker. James as the Selectman
Representative on the Committee, along with members Clint Furnald and Dale Bogaski,
proposed to improve the space in front of the Town Hall and the Common area. He referred to
a sketch Dale had drawn up of a stone wall on the Main Ave. side of the Common as an
example of a plan. A total of $50,000 would be needed - $30,000 from the Town and $20,000
from donations and grants. The Committee would present at least one plan to the Town in
2000. Several residents commended the effort but felt we needed to spend our tax dollars on
the new school now. Calvin Eaton noted that the Budget Committee did not recommend this
article. Dale Bogaski amended the sum to $7,000, seonded by Larry Baker. The amendment
was voted and failed. Roxanne VanBokkelen amended the sum to $1 ,000, seconded by JoAnn
Hill. The $1,000 amendment was voted and passed. The amended article was voted and
passed.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 (Two
thousand dollars) for the purpose of restoring the tot line in the Hilltop cemetery. Motion made
by Charlie Ducharme and seconded by James VanBokkelen. Lee Knapp explained the section
that needs to be cleaned up and the back property line needs to be redefined. Larry Baker
noted this same article was passed last year but the work was not done. The motion was voted
and passed.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,235 (Two
thousand two hundred thirty five dollars) for the purpose of installing a security system in the fire
and police building including the first year monitoring cost. Motion made by Larry Baker and
seconded by Richard Miller. Larry noted this building is owned by the Firemen's Association
and installation of this system would be subject to their approval. Ed Condon, Fire Association
Member, said this had been discussed and would not be a problem. The motion was voted in
the affirmative.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,840 (Two
thousand eight hundred forty dollars) for the purpose of purchasing for the fire department, a
Robwell flow mix #500 high flow class A/B foam proportioner including accessories. Motion
made by Charlie Ducharme and seconded by John Gamble. Richard Miller asked if there are
any vehicles operating with foam now? John Gamble answered - no and explained the need
for the equipment. The motion was voted and passed.
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen to appoint an electrical
inspector to work in conjunction with the building inspector. Motion made by Larry Baker and
seconded by James VanBokkelen. Dan Cordeiro, Building Inspector, recommends this article
to ensure safety. Mike Santosuosso asked if there would be a cost to the Town and was told -
no, the fee will be assessed to the home-owner. The motion was voted and passed.
Article 14.. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. Walter
Shivik displayed a plaque given in honor of Nancy Dennett to commemorate her years of
service to the Library as Library Trustee, 1949-1963, as a charter member of "The Friends of the
Library" and for the many hours she volunteered in the Library.
Larry Baker commended and attempted to list the many volunteers that donated their time,
equipment and money to many town improvement projects during the last year. The
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playground at the new school is one example of what donations, fund-raising and community
effort can do. He also noted the efforts of the "Country Gardeners" that have beautified the
common and entrance to the Library. He thanked those that volunteer time on the various
cards and organizations as well.
Larry also thanked Charlie Ducharme for coming out of retirement to fill the vacated Selectman
position. Charlie was also presented with a plaque for his many years of service in various
positions with the town.
Mike Santosuosso asked if a rumor he heard about a second school bus being added after it
was voted down at the School District Meeting was true. School Board Member Judy Shivik
said it was true but the second bus will only be used until the end of this school year with the
money coming from the current year's budget.
JoAnn Hill suggested the Selectmen rescind the ten million dollar abatement for flowage rights
to the Town of Amesbury for services provided as she feels our Fire Department has given
more assistance to them than we have received. Brenda Oldak asked if the Selectmen have
spoken to the Town of Amesbury regarding the water level of the Powwow River. The
Selectmen said they had written several letters about this and received an answer that
conceptually they have an agreement to repair the dam. They also responded that they didn't
feel we have the leverage to confront flowage rights but they will investigate the legality of this.
John Gamble, Fire Chief, added the dispatch service Amesbury provides would be expensive.
JoAnn Hill responded that we pay Rockingham County for this service.
Roxanne VanBokkelen suggested listing organizations in the Town Report that will accept
donations.
Motion made to adjourn, seconded and so voted at 10:19 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol A. Baker, Town Clerk
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15-Dog-VS Fees-State of NH
1 6-Misc .-Election & Vital Stats
4 140-ELECTION,-REGISTRATION & VITAL STAT-Other






06-B Insp Fees-(Building Inspector)
07-Bud Com Ex-(Budget Committee)
08-Selec Exp-(Selectmen's)
Q9-Elect & Fire-Inspector fees
IQ-Temp Salary
1 1-Tax Expenses-(Tax Collector)
13-Treas Expen-(Treasurer)
14-Ads-and Legal Notices
15-Historic Exp-Histohc Comm. Expenses
16-Office-Suppies
2,000.00













































4931-COUNTY TAX-ROCKING HAM COUNTY
4933-SCHOOL-BARNARD ELEMENTARY:
01-1st Half Sch-School Appropriation






1 2-Alarm-System for Firestation
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OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
Property Area Assessment
Powwow river beach
2 Islands in the Powwow
2 Lots on Hilldale Ave.
Lot on Tuxbury Peninsula
Conservation Land on Hilldale
Lot on Chase Road
Ball park on Hilldale
Tennis Court & Salt Shed
Unknown lot at Tuxbury Pond
Town Common
Town Hall Land
Town Hall and Library
Cemetery Land
































FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1998
ASSETS
All funds In custody of the Treasurer:
Checking Account $ 1,700
Money Market Account 75,41
9
Savings Account 476,412
Total Cash on Hand
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, N. H.
February 12, 1999
Board of Sdcctmen
TowD of South Hampton, N.H. 03827
Gcntfemen:
Punnant to RSA 41:31, endoied ia your copy of the N. H. Department of Revenue Administration
Report of the Town Auditors for Fiscal Year ending December 31, 1998.
We have eiamined the pertinent financial records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax
Collector and Town Qerk as weO as other records for the Fiscal Year ending December 31, 1998,
and,ln our opinion and to the best of our knowledge, the information contained therein b accurate.
A Management Letter based on the results of the 1998 Town Audit will be forthcoming
within forty-five days.
RespectftaDy,
Kathleen Petrillo Gray, Auditor
(ly'^-^Lu.'nyX-
Richard M. Caravati, Auditor
Attachment: State of N.EL Form Ml^60
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





Please insert the total
of ALL funds fiere.
$2>f1piSl
Report of Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
City/Town south Hampton
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 19 98
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 19
.
CERTIFICATE






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





Report of Common Trust Fund Investments
City/Town south Hampton
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31. 19 98
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 19
CERTIFICATE











TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms





For tke Municipality of SOUTH HAMPTON Year Ending _1998_
MS-61
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Motor Vehicles Registrations. Dog Licenses. Filing Fees,
and Vital Statistics
January 1 , 1 998 - December 31 , 1 998
Number of Motor Vehicle permits issued - 11 54
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees




Total Remitted to Treasurer $ 1 06,553.50
TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1998 $ 419,321.26
RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR
Property Tax 1996Collected $ 1,332.738.29
Interest and Penalties 37,025.64
Yield Tax 160.00
Current Use Tax 7,244.40
Total received from Tax Collector $ 1,377,168.33
RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits $ 105,800.00
Filing Fees 8.00
Vital Statistics . 92.00
Dog Licenses 653.50
Total received from Town Clerk $ 106,553,50
OTHER RECEIPTS
Received from Selectmen $ 104,192.01
Interest Income 16,906.91
From Trust Funds 5.458.00
Total received from other $ 126,556.92
PLUS TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 1,610,278.75
DISBURSEMENTS
Paid on Selectmen's Orders $ 334,991.07
Paid to School District 97-98 492,996.00
Paid to School District 98-99 505,000.00
Paid to Rockingham County 81 ,779.00
Taxes Bought by Selectmen 52,848.87
Bank Fees and Charges 35.50
Transferred To Consen/ation Commission 3,622.20
Tax Abatements 4,796.00
MINUS TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS









SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS FROM SELECTMEN 1998
RECEIVED FROM:














Perk Tests, Well, and Septic






Rooms and Meals Tax

























Total Received from Selectmen $104,192.01
JiUtU Z>o<iceUe., Treasurer - 12/31/98
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SUBDIVISION FUNDS
TREASURER'S REPORT AS OF 12/31/98
Aspen Hill Escrow
Balance 1/1/98 $6,111.91
Plus interest earned 1 74.48
Less dispersments
Balance 12/31/98 6,286.39




#218 Al Blackadar - Lot Line Adjustment
Opened 2/9/98 147.00
Less dispersments 96.32
Applied to General Fund 50.63
Balance 12/31/98 0.00
#219 Robert Strickland - 2 Lot Subdivision
Opened 2/23/98 151.00
Less dispersments 79.62
Applied to General Fund 71.38
Balance 12/31/98 0.00
#221 Mark Lopez - 3 Lot Subdivision
Opened 4/27/98 199.00
Less dispersments 82.47
Applied to General Fund 116.53
Balance 12/31/98 0.00
#222 Roxanne VanBokkelen - Lot Line Adjustment
Opened 5/25/98 181.00
Less dispersments 70.32
Applied to General Fund 110.68
Balance 12/31/98 0.00
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lown oi Oomtn Oampton
Office Of The Planning Board
3 HILLDALE AVENUE - SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03827
TELEPHONE & FAX: (603)394-7696
1998 was not a very busy year in terms of applications processed by
the Planning Board, but there were many inquiries on land use. The
current real estate market continues to grow in the region, and as
other towns in the area get built up we continue to stay small. Once
again our zoning regulations and ordinances have withstood challenges
and continue to be the backbone of our growth control management
policies. The Planning Board adopted Site Plan Review Regulations in
May of 1998, and although we haven't used them, we now have another
important tool in the management of land use.
One particular problem I have noticed in the last couple of years is
that the applicants or residents of the town have made many inquiries
about why do we have to conform to zoning? Is our zoning too strict?
Too lean? Personally, I don't think it is either, but it may be time
to change some of our zoning. I also think that the majority of today's
population doesn't know or understand how local government or land use
policies work in New Hampshire. The general apathy of the population of
the town to get involved in town government disturbs me. You have no one
to blame but yourselves. Get involved in something. It's your town, too.
Our current generation of leaders is getting older, and it's time for a
new generation to step forward. Learning the ropes from the current
leaders is important, but it is also important for the leaders to listen
to the public. A good example of how the new and the old can work together
was the School Building Committee. I have never served on a better
committee or board in this town. The committee looked at everything and
left no stone unturned.
As far as the new school proposal goes, the Planning Board has no real
jurisdiction over the construction or cost of the project. According to
RSA 674:54, all the School Board has to do is give written notification
to the Planning Board that they are proposing an expansion of an existing
use and give the Planning Board a set of plans. The Planning Board then
decides whether to hold a Public Hearing on the proposed project. After
the Public Hearing is held, the Planning Board shall provide non-binding
written comments relative to the conformity with normally applicable
land use regulations to the sponsor of the governmental use within 30 days
after the hearing. BAD LAW! Don't blame the Planning Board or the School
Board for this one. Blame the State legislature, particularly the Merrill
Administration for they were the ones to sponsor this legislation.
As far as the new school project goes, my choice is for Option 2B. It is
the more expensive of the two proposals, but from a planning perspective
it solves the most problems. My two main reasons for supporting this
proposal are safety and cost. The safety issue has always been a problem
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lown of Soutn Hampton
Office Of The Planning Board
3 HILLDALE AVENUE - SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03827
TELEPHONE & FAX: (603)394-7696
with me and it was one of the reasons I didn't want to build the two
rooms across the street to begin with. I just don't like the idea of
the children crossing the street. With Option 2A we are just compounding
the problem of the children crossing the street. They are still going to
have to use the Town Hall for gym and other functions. As far as cost
goes, borrowing the money at this time makes the most sense. Bond rates
are at an alltime low and building Option 2B now saves the town money in
the long run. Who knows what the interest rates will be 5, 10, or 15
years from now when we decide to build the gjrm, stage and cafeteria.
As in life, timing is everything. The time is right to do this project
now. I would rather be known as the generation of South Hamptonites
that saw the opportunity to build a new school and took it, then be the
generation that blew their best chance. To quote George Allen, "The
future is now". Option 2B makes the most sense. 2B is for me.
Respectfully submitted,
Gary Crosby, Chairman
South Hampton Planning Board
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SOUTH HAMPTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Annual Report to the Residents of South Hampton
1998
In the spring of 1998 the Commission hosted it's second annual "Roadside Clean Up"
with help from Town Residents, the 4H Club, and, the Boy Scouts. Many bottles, cans
and old tires were gathered and disposed of properly. Thank you to all ofthose who
assisted in this not so glamorous task!
Conservation Lands under LCIP are reviewed and visited by the Commission each year
and the report is sent on to the State as part of the LCIP requirements. This year the
review included ideas to extend a trail and the Commission is hoping to get some grant
money to aid in that effort.
The Commission met with our Rockingham County Planning Commission representative
and established a data base with them that included aspects of regional planning for the
protection of wetlands, floodplains, aquifers and unique habitats. We were also involved
in discussions with the USDA regarding beaver problems on Woodman Road. Although
the beavers seem to have abandoned the Woodman Road dam, there is grant money
available for the installation of beaver control devices in the event they return.
The designation of "Prime Wetlands" in South Hampton again has been on the back
burner but continues to be a Commission goal. Other goals include the designation of the
Powwow River under the Rivers Management and Protection Program. Both State and
Federal agencies have been actively pursing watershed management plans and the
Commission has been involved in providing information about the Powwow River to these
agencies for their data bases.
The goal for 1999 is to continue with the pursuits of 1998. The Commission meets in the
Selectman's Office at 7:30pm on the fourth Wednesday of each month (January through
October). Thank you for your support in 1998 and we hope for your continued support in
1999.
Respectfully,




1 own of Somm Hamptoii
)FFICE OF SELECTMEN
3 HILLDALE AVENUE . SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03827
TELEPHONE: (603) 394-7696
Dear residents of South Hampton:
1998 was a relatively quiet year for South Hampton - we didn't make the national or even state-
wide news that I can think of. Of course, with the usual difficulties in getting local coverage of
goings-on, some of the things that did happen went unheralded.
Our town volunteers were in evidence, with a roadside trash collection day organized by Adele
Fiorillo of the Conservation Commission and the various individuals serving on Town Boards
committing many evenings to unpaid work. Neither would the Barnard School be the same without
the efforts of the PTO, the Technology Committee and the Building Committee, as well as the
individuals who bring their skills and experiences to the classrooms from time to time. The Fidelity
Grange, the South Hampton Baptist Church, the Country Gardeners and the Fhends of the Library
each helped out in their own way.
The ongoing maintenance program for the Town Hall has borne fruit, in that the building is in
generally good shape, and no major work was undertaken in 1998, However, the need for
handicapped-accessible facilities has grown and a proposal for a rebuilding of the kitchen and
main room of the Annex to accommodate one is on this year's Warrant. The connection point for
an emergency generator has been installed, but it won't be operational until an electrician
specifies the kind of heavy cable a volunteer will need to drag through the crawlspace - maybe this
year?
A review of the existing Home Occupation permits on file revealed that changes and new residents
hadn't been kept up with, so the Selectmen sent out a town-wide letter (and special thanks to the
Zoning Board of Appeals members for coping gracefully with the larger than normal number of
meetings). This also revealed that the Home Occupation section of our Zoning Ordinance was in
need of revision. The Planning Board undertook the work, and the result is on the Warrant this
year as well.
We are sorry to report that our multi-year relationship with our trash collection company has
changed significantly. SWD, a locally-owned company with responsive management has been
bought out by the national firm Waste Management; Mike Hastings, the owner of SWD, has been
working with the new firm to provide consistent service, but the differences in size and
organization have been evident. The Selectmen are keeping an eye on things and any residents
with issues should feel free to contact one of us.
Our recycling program is still being handled by Kaufman Machine of Newburyport, and their work
has been in general quite satisfactory. After ongoing problems with the cardboard dumpster being
overfilled at the Hilltop, apparently in part by non-residents, it has been moved to the grounds of
Jamie's Supply on Exeter Road. Our thanks to P.K. Erickson of the Recycling Committee, who
has continued to co-ordinate many recycling matters.
Our expenses have been pretty well controlled, with a couple of surprises: Legal is up, due to the
Evans lawsuit, but at least we were successful when it came before the court. Road-side brush
cutting also went well over the planned amount, but we hope to see that greatly reduced in the
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next few years because of the thorough job done this time. One bright spot is the excellent job
done by Charlie Ducharme, who as acted as our Welfare Director since the end of his term as
Selectman last year. Through his efforts, almost all of the needs within the town have been met by
State, Federal and other grants and programs, at a level of support greater than the Town itself
had budgeted.
Our 1998 Tax Rate was considerably lower than 1997, which was a great relief to all of us. The
Selectmen are aware of a number of cases where properties are significantly under-assessed, but
because of State Law that forbids "spot assessing", we can't just look at the purchase prices and
adjust things as needed. Instead, we need to re-assess either the whole town (which hasn't been
done since 1988), or re-assess all properties of a given type or in a given neighborhood. Both are
costly, but because one of the significantly under-assessed properties is the high-voltage power
line from Seabrook, we feel re-doing the whole town is the proper choice. We've proposed a
Warrant Article to that effect, which we strongly recommend to the voters.
Finally, most of you have probably heard talk of computer problems relating to the year 2000.
We've got one, right in the Town Hall: if the voters don't approve the Warrant Article for the new
Assessing Software this year, it will stay 1999 (as far as the Tax Collector and the Selectmen are
concerned) until they do.
In closing, I would like to thank Larry Baker and Ed Condon for their contributions toward a
congenial atmosphere among the Board of Selectmen; I feel that my time as Selectman was pretty
well spent, both with this Board and prior ones.
Respectfully submitted,
James Van Bokkelen, Chair
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SOUTH HAMPTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
1998 Financial Report
Expenses
Beginning Checkbook Balance 1/1/98
Town Appropriation

































SOUTH HAMPTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Librarian's Report 1998
Adult Fiction






E. KINGSTON, N.H. 03827
Dear Residents,
With the new year upon us I would Uke to express thanks to the towns people for their
continued support of the South Hampton Police Department. The year 1998 was another
busy but successful year for the department. Sergeant Aaron Wojtkowski has been
appointed as the School Resource Officer and has worked hard to implicate several
successful programs at the Barnard School. He also continues to serve as the department
prosecutor.
Calls for service appear to have gone up. This I believe is due to heightened community
awareness and involvement. With more time being spent on the road and more cruiser
visibility we have lowered the number of burglaries to three. This number is still to high.
Let's work together to eliminate these criminal elements from our neighborhoods. As
always I would like to remind residents that the emergency number is 91 1 . For all other
police business call 772-4716 or 679-2225.
As a result of a federal grant we are now able to staff personal at the police department to
take your calls. The office hours for the police department are: Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Wednesdays from 10:00am-2:00pm. We will be happy to answer any questions you have
during this time. The phone number to the South Hampton Police Department is 394-
7704.
With the help of our new intern Bradley Jardis, the South Hampton Police Department
has stepped into the computer revolution. Brad had designed and maintained a website
for the department. With this new technology town residents can obtain important town
information and phone numbers as well as police sponsored events within the town. A e-
mail crime line has also been setup. With this town residents can report information on a
crime or report a crime to us. All information will be kept confidential. 1 would like to
thank Brad for all his hard work and dedication to the Department. The website can be
viewed at WWW.SHPD.COM . The Center for Resource Management has donated the
web space and the hosting services to provide this service to the town free of charge. I
would like to thank Marty Williams for this generous donation.
1 would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for working so closely with us. I would also
like to thank Chief John Gamble and his Department. Both departments have a close








E. KINGSTON, N.H. 03827
Again I woiild like to remind residents that several times during school days the speed
limit through the center of town is twenty miles per hour. Many citations were written
and will we continue to institute a zero tolerance policy during this time. Again I would





South Hampton Police Department
Statistics-1998

























Fish & Game Complaints 5
Criminal Threatening 2
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1998 SOUTH HAMPTON, NH FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE REPORT
MEDICAL AIDE CALLS
OUR TRAINED MEMBERS RESPONDED TO 48 MEDICAL AIDE CALLS THIS YEAR WHERE THEY HELPED
STABILIZE THE PATIENTS AND ASSISTED WITH THE AMBULANCE FOR TRANSPORTATION.
FIRE DRILLS
10 FIRE DRILLS WERE HELD AT THE BARNARD SCHOOL
MUTUAL AIDE CALLS
WE WERE CALLED FOR ASSISTANCE 16 TIMES BY NEIGHBORING TOWNS.
BRUSH/WOODLAND FIRES
1 CAMPFIRE THAT WAS NOT PROPERLY EXTINGUISHED AND 1 WOODS FIRE CAUSED POSSIBLY BY
LIGHTNING.
PUBLIC ASSIST
1 PUMPING CELLAR AND 1 TO HELP MOVE ELDERLY PERSON INTO THEIR HOUSE.
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS
WE WERE CALLED TO ASSIST AT 6 AUTO/MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS TO CARE FOR VICTIMS AND CHECK
FOR GAS LEAKS.
FIRE INSPECTIONS
WE LOGGED IN 30 FIRE INSPECTIONS CONSISTING OF NEW HOME INSPECTION, FURNACE
REPLACEMENT, GAS HEATERS, SMOKE DETECTOR LOCATIONS, AND OIL TANK INSTALLATIONS AND REMOVALS.
CHIMNEY FIRES




WE WERE CALLED TO EXTINGUISH 2 CAR FIRES.
FURNACE MALFUNCTIONS
2 FURNACE MALFUNCTIONS WERE REPORTED.
HAZMAT
1 LEAKING VEHICLE GAS TANK.
ALARM ACTIVATIONS
18 ALARM ACTIVATIONS WERE CALLED IN. A LIGHTNING STORM OR POWER SURGE WILL SET THEM OFF.
FIRE INVESTIGATIONS
WE WERE CALLED OUT 13 TIMES FOR FIRE INVESTIGATIONS. THESE CONSISTED OF SMELL OF SMOKE
IN THE AREA AND/OR SUSPICIOUS ORDERS IN BUILDINGS.
DOWN ELECTRICAL WIRES
WE ASSISTED EXETER HAMPTON WITH 2 DOWN ELECTRICAL WIRES CAUSED BY BROKEN TREE LIMBS.
TOTAL OF 154 CALLS
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL RESIDENTS IN KEEPING OUR TOWN SAFE FROM FIRE LOSES. PLEASE
REMEMBER TO DIAL "911" FOR ALL EMERGENCIES.
SINCERELY,
JOHN A. GAMBLE, CHIEF/EMD
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside
burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State
ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail.
Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with
forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire
and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we
experienced an ice storm, v/hich caused severe damage to forests ofNew Hampshire. This
damage created a greater potenfial fire hazard as well as safety hazards to many areas of the state.
Your local fire warden and Forest Rangers need your assistance in preventing wildfires in these
hard hit areas and throughout the State. If you need assistance or information dealing with ice
damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and
keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
1998 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported tliru December 23, 1998)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap
1998 Highway Agent Expense Report
1/1/98 Through 12/31/98












3468 S E. N. Dixon Co., Inc
3674 S E. N. Dixon Co.. inc.
3674 S E. N. Dixon Co.. inc.




















TOTAL 02-ReBurfaclna-Labor & Vehleals
03-Materiais-pavement, stone, etc
3/23/98 3345 Brox Industries
12/14/98 3694 Brox Industries
TOTAL 03-Materiais-pavement, stone, etc
05-Shimming-and Leveling
6/22/98 3468 S E. N. Dixon Co.. Inc.




1998 Highway Agent Expense Report
1/1/98 Through 12/31/98
Date Num Description Memo Amount
4312-
01-Road Plowlng-Labor & Vehicals (Dixon)
1/26/98
Building Inspector's Report




The Supervisors of the Checklist had a busy year with the State
Pnmary, General Elections plus the Town and School District
elections. We Would like to thank residents who have notified the
Supervisors when someone no longer domiciles in their home. The
Supervisors meet at least twice before each election and all minutes
of meetings are on file in the Selectmen's office. Our goal to keep
the checklist up to date is being done through cooperation.
Supervisors of the Checklist meetings are posted in the Town Hall






Report to the Town of South Hampton
From the
Recycling Committee
In 1998 South Hampton recycled over 75 tons of material. At a cost of $60.00 per ton that
represents a savings of $4,500.00 of material that did not go to the dump.
Our recycler estimates that 90% of the town recycles. Considering the number of people who do
not live in South Hampton year round, this is a very good percentage. Although there is still
room for improvement, because we should be able to make a greater impact on reducing the
amount of garbage that is still going to the dump.
Points of Interest:
Trash pick-up allows one 32 gallon container free of charge, and any additional bags or
containers require a sticker. Stickers can be purchased for $1 .00 each at: The Country Store on
Route 150, at Dukes State Line Store on the Amesbury Road, Roy's Autobody on Hilldale
Avenue, and at the Town Hall. A dollar taped to the garbage bag, in lieu of a sticker, is not
acceptable. When you purchase a sticker the income goes to the Town of South Hampton. If
you put a dollar on the garbage bag, the trash hauler thinks that you are leaving them a tip!
Remember all questions about trash pick-up are to be directed to the Selectman's office, calling
the trash hauler will be much less productive.
A White Goods and Bulky Waste Collection Day is tentatively set for Saturday, May 15 from
9:00 am to noon. It will be held in the parking lot of the Town Hall. There will be, as in the
past, a small fee per item, to help defray the cost of the dumpster and dump fees. More
information on this will be available in late March or early April.
Don't forget that the Goodwill and Salvation Army collect, recycle and re-sell many items that
you might be throwing away. Goodwill is a great place to take old clothing, what they can not
re-sell at their stores, the send to Portland, ME and from there it will go overseas or be turned
into rags. There will be a list available at the Town Hall of the items that Goodwill accepts,
please look it over and see what else you can recycle.
Also, packing materials - such as "popcorn" and bubble wrap, can re recycled at local packing &
shipping stores, such as a Parcel Plus. All items must be clean and free from debris in order for
them to re-use packing materials.
Try to think twice before you throw an item in the trash. Remember that there are lots of ways to
recycle. Does the nursery want your old plastic plant pots? Does a local pre-school need the
yogurt containers? You will be amazed at what needs you will be meeting with your trash!
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OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
of the
Town of South Hampton, NH
For the School Year 1997-98
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
SCHOOL BOARD
Daniel J. Mahoney Term Expires 2000
Judith L. Shivik Term Expires 1999
James VanBokkelen Term Expires 2001
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
John F. Bourgoin, B.S. M.Ed.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Thomas Zarnowski, B.Ed., M.Ed.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Fred Engelbach, B.A., B.C.E., M.S.
PRINCIPAL














This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from the official records. The information is









TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers - 1 999
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hannpton, in the County of
Rocl<ingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL, IN SAID DISTRICT ON




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers at the Annual
Town Meeting is authorized by Statute (RSA 671:2) and was adopted by the District at its
1966 Annual Meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS
^'^'^
DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1999.






TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1999
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SOUTH HAMPTON ON
TUESDAY THE 2ND OF MARCH, 1999 AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT UPON THE
FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town Meeting (South Hampton
Town Hall, March 9, 1 999. Polls open at 1 1 :00 A.M. and close at 8:00 P.M.) in accordance




To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,480,000 (Two
Million Four Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars) for constructing a new school building on school
property at 219 Main Avenue, for sitework and utilities support, for providing equipment and
furnishings for the new building, for architectural and other service fees, and for any other items
incidental to or necessary for the construction; up to $2,270,000 (Two Million Two Hundred
Seventy Thousand Dollars) of such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes
under and in compliance with the Municipal Rnance Act, RSA 33:1 et seq., as amended; to
authorize the school board to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any,
which may be available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable to said project; to
authorize the school board to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize
the school board to take any other action or to pass any other vote relative thereto. The school
board and the budget committee recommend this appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote required.)
Note: Article 2 below will be implemented only if Article 1 has not passed.
2. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,860,000 (One
Million Eight Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars) for constructing a new school building on school
property at 219 Main'Avenue, for sitework and utilities support, for providing equipment and
furnishings for the new building, for architectural and other service fees, and for any other items
incidental to or necessary for the construction; up to $1,650,000 (One Million Six Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars) of such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in
compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1 et seq., as amended; to authorize the
school board to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be
available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the
school board to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the rate
of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the school board
to take any other action or to pass any other vote relative thereto. The school board and the
budget committee recommend this appropriation if Article 1 has not passed. (2/3 ballot vote
required.)
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3. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000 (Seventy-
Five Thousand Dollars) of which approximately $60,000 (in the event Article 1 has passed) or
approximately $44,000 (in the event Article 2 has passed) will be for the 1 999-00 debt service
(one interest payment) and the remainder will be added to the school district building Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. (If neither Article 1 nor Article 2 has passed, the entire
$75,000 will be added to the Capital Reserve Fund.) The school board and the budget
committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
Note: Article 4 below will be implemented only if Article 1 or Article 2 has passed.
4. To see if the school district will vote to discontinue the school building Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1994. Said funds, with accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, are to be
transferred to the school district's general fund to be used to pay part of the costs of the school
building project. (Majority vote required.)
Note: Article 5 below will be implemented only if Article 1 or Article 2 has passed.
5. To see if the school district will vote to implement kindergarten on or before the start of the
2001-02 school year. The school board recommends adoption of this article. (Majority vote
required.)
6. To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
7. To see what action the school district will take in relation to reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.







A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
Schocol Board
School Board
I certify that on the /aif^^ .day of February, 1 999 I posted a copy of the written
warrant attested by the School Board of said District at the place of meeting within named
and a like attested copy at CP BUILDING SUPPLY being public place(s) in said District.
SS /c^U^^/ /oL , 1999
Personally appeared the said NANCY D. TUTTLE and made^ath the above certificate by
NANCY P. TUTTLE signed is true.
Before
PAULA K.CUSHMAN, NOTARY PUBLI




Our goals for this year are:
1. Research and investigate the addition of
Kindergarten to the Barnard School's program.
2. Place a building construction proposal and bond issue
before the March 1999 School District Meeting.
3. Provide support to the staff and administration in
carrying out the defined building and teacher goals for
the 1998-99 school year.
4. Work with the administration to prepare a budget for
the year 1999-2000 that supports the needs of the
students and staff while balancing the impact of a
proposed bond issue.
I can report that we are well on our way to meeting all of these goals.
Kindergarten. We are asking the voters in a warrant article to commit to
a future that includes a half-day kindergarten program. Our survey of
parents of pre-school children indicated support for a half-day program.
Classes would begin in school year 2001 if the new school proposal
passes. Your commitment to support a kindergarten program would allow
us to qualify for state funding. Seventy-five percent of the cost of
building the kindergarten space would be provided by the State in up-front
funds. We estimate that amount to be approximately $110,000. This offer
from the State is available for only two more years. The benefits to
children of a kindergarten experience are well known to all. The financial
incentive offered by the State makes this a good time to present the
option to the voters.
Construction Proposal and Bond Issue. The preparation of this
proposal has involved many community members and a great deal of time
and work. You should be very proud of Dan Cordeiro, Don Currier, Gary
Crosby, Clint Furnald, John Gamble, Andrea Granata, Doug Hadley, Frances
Harper, Kay Imbrescia, Barbara Knapp, Gerald Movelle, and Bert and Dianne
Stackhouse. They have worked with the Board in meetings which began
last March and have continued every two weeks all year long in order to
bring you the proposal which you will discuss and vote up or down, in or
out, at School District Meeting on March 2nd. Dennis Blair provided us with
figures to help us think about the financial impact of the work. Assistant
Superintendent Fred Engelbach has been tireless in his support of this
80
project.We owe these people a debt of gratitude for their hard work. This
has been the most successful committee I have ever worked with. Please
thank them.
Provide Support to Staff and Administration. The school year is not
over until June, and so this work continues. We are so proud of this
community's educators. Even though we are small, their efforts ensure
that we lead the SAU in many initiatives. Continued work in the
development of benchmarks for each curricular area has been most
impressive.
Build a Responsible Budget. As I write this, the dust has not settled on
the final figures for this year's budget. Much that was requested cannot be
funded, but we are asking you to add a half-time teacher to relieve the
large class sizes particularly in the lower grades. We are also asking you
to fund a two-hour-per-day technology support position. We have found the
need for technology support greater than what we can reasonably ask
volunteers to provide.
Retirement. Barnard School teacher and South Hampton resident Neil
Courtney has decided to retire this year. Her many years of service have
enriched the lives of the students, teachers, parents and all of us who
have been the beneficiaries of her wit and wisdom. We thank her and wish
her happiness. She will be missed.
I have also decided that it is time for me to step down. I have sen/ed four
terms, and I have enjoyed every minute of this work. I would like to thank
all of you who get involved in this unique community. Selectmen, firemen,
community volunteers, parent and school volunteers, police, the Church
community. Voters Rights, Grange, Friends of the Library, Barnard Trust,
local business people, recyclers, garden club, every single elected or
appointed official, teachers, school boards, PTA, the many people behind
the scenes who find quiet ways to help, committee members, and all of
you who exercise your American right to vote. Together we make this
place a wonderful place to live.





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487. CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
{603)271-3397
SCHOOL BUDGET FORM
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
OF: SOUTHHAMPTON, NH
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2000.
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
I.Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS In the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above address.
BUDGET COMMITTEE DATE: ^jH I I \\f\
Please sign in ink. I







MTE 02/11/99 TIHE 98:42 ftfl
< 1>
SOUTH HAW'TON SCHOO. DISTT<ICT
1999-ee BUDGET - DISTRICT ItETIIC - HARCH 2. 1999
ftCCTH & TITLE
EXPENDED BUDGETED fWPOSED SC«XL BOARD BUDGET COH. FINft. ACTION
1997-98 1998-99 1999-60 PRa:'OSfiL RECOHfEND 1999-60
1180-113 SALARIES - TEAOCRS
214,450.70 229,150.00 272,350.00 256,284.00 256,284.
1100-114 SALARY - TECmiCIAN
.m 18, 700.M 9,350.M 9,350.
1108-115 SAURIES - AIDES
16,234.27 32,6^.00 29,855.00 35,066.00 35,066.
1100-128 SltmiES - SUBSTITUTES
4,833.34 4,500.00 6,fl90.M 6,360.80 6,360.
1108-329 CONTRfCTED SER'VICES
1,100.00 1,100.00 1,100.00 1,100.80 1,
1100-438 REPAIR/lttlNTAIN EQUIPfENT
478.^ 608. E 850.08 850.
11^431 REPAIR/rWINTAIN COfPUTERS
.08 1,600.08 1,^.08 1,508.00 1,508.08
1108-442 RENTflLAEASE EQUIPfENT
l,2:a.M 1,342.08 1,342.08 1,342.08 1,342.
1108-610 SUPPLIES
9,045.75 9,573.W 10,659.08 10,399.00 10,399.
1108-612 StPPLIES-am/TER
3,368.58 3,078.08 2,147.00 2,147.08 2,147.
llM-641 KJOKS/PRINT POIft
5,379.% 9,323.08 10,334.00 9,268.00 9,268.
1100-642 arruflRE
3,723.08 3,626.W 3,703.08 3,703.00 3,703.
llM-643 IffOraifiTim ACCESS FEES
3,600.% 3,688.00 3,6^.80 3,600.
1180-734 COffVTER WlRDUflRE/fCTWRK
23,858.08 2,248.08 7,800.08 3,880.% 3,(
ll%-739 EQUIPfEMT
2,788.79 2,203.88 943.08 943.08 943.
TOTAL - REGULAR INSTRUCTION
« MWMMMw«MMMMMM MMMllMMlfKltltlllfM MMMMMMMMKIIMKII MBllltMllMMlflfKMKTtltwHTtHKn^HTtitTt HimiHrxirwWKwirw XTrwirnwKinntinrw inru wit n n h n n kkit
285,690.89 304,543.08 371,773.% 345,712.00 345,712.00 .%
»»«»)HHHHHHHH( «»»»«)«»»«»« WfiHHMHHHHHHHI »««»«««»««» »)H()HH«)HHH(»» »»»»»«»»»«»»«
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iWTE 92/11/9? TIME 08:42 All
< 17)
SWm HfifPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
1999-80 BUDGET - DISTRICT l€ETII« - MARCH 2, 1999
(KCTtt S TITLE
1288-113 S«J«IES - TBCOS
12^115 SALARIES - AIDES






EXFtNDED EIUIM3ETED PRWOSED SCMXX. ECARD BUDGET COftl. FIWL ACTION
1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 FfWOSffl. RECOflf€ND 1999-00
58,220.^ fc4,500.M 45,713.80 45,713.^ 45,713.M
18,788.36 28,676.00 26,501.M 26,501.00 26,501.
.00
19,102.27 16,180.00 56,624.80 56,624.00 56,624.
2,000.% 4,682.00 6,^
12,143.68 ll,i 7,7^.00 7,-^.W 7,750.00
466.80 \,m.da 650.% 650.00 650.
1,232.44 1,902.M 1,857.80 1,857.M 1,857.00
TOTd - SPECIAL EDUCATim
111,953.55 129,060.00 145,0%.% 145,0%.% 145,0%. 88 .00
K»»«««»«»K««« »«NiH(»«K««»»« »««IHHHHHH(«»« »««»«»«»K«»IHt IHHHH(«K»»«)HH( »«»««««»»»««>
1400-118 SALARIES - COACtCS & ADVIStKS
1400-325 ART AND HUMANITIES
1400-610 SIPPLIES
7,913.00 8,876.% 4,640.% 5,844.% 5,844.%
500.% 5%.% 5%.% ^^.% 5%.%
1,518.50 1,675.% 1,751.% 1,751.% 1,751.
TOTAL - STUDENT ACTVITIES
)HHHHH»»»««)« IHHHUHHHHHHHK «»)HHHHHHHHH( )HHHHHHHHHHW» «HHH(»»»)HHHW )HHHHHH«»»»»«
9,931.58 11,851.% 6,891.% 8,095.% 8,095.% .%
«««»«*»»»<««» IHH(»««««»«HH( ************* mmilldDl llllHIIIlK KXJHHHHHHHHHM »«««»»«»«««1H(
2120-113 SWJRY-GUIDfiNCE
9,631.% 9,891.% 10,158.% 10,158.% 10,158.%
TOTffl. - aJIDANCE
«)HHH(»«)HHHH« ************* )HHHHHt»iHH()HM ************* ***********ii» *************
9,631.% 9,891.% 10,158.% 10,158.% 10,158.% .%
iHHHHHHHW»»i« »»)HHHf»»»»»«» ************* ************* )HHHHHHHH(»)H» »«»»«»»#»»»»«
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DATE 02/11/39 TIHE 88:42 Art SOUTH WWTW SCHOO. DISTRICT
( 32) 1999-00 BUDGET - DISTRICT l€CTING - MARCH 2, 1999
EXPENDED BUDGETED WtPOSED SCHOO. Mm BUDGET CtMI. fim. ACTION
ACCTI* S TITLE 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 PROPOSAL RECOfBIEND 1999-M
2130-113 SALARY - NURSE
5,3K.M 5,629.00 5,%9.80 5,%9.00 5,%9.00
2130-313 EfPLOYfENT EXAHS
310.08 220.00 320.% 320.^ 320.%
2130-326 PHYSICKW SERVICES
350.% 350.00 3^.% 350.00 350.00
2130-610 SIPPLIES
244.3fl 725.00 725.00 725.00 725.00
2130-739 EQUIPrENT
32.76 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
MWUMU«M«««««M Mwwv MwwMV MWK MMMMMKMKmiliWM KMMmtMK»ltltKKit HMWMMMM¥MM1IK1I MMItliWIIMMlHtifHKiMnnrJnrinrJiinrxlr RllffltKltltltKltxlnr lrir*KHHH1llnnrin( xKHRxwxKKKFKir WTrmtmmntitTnrK wnitKKiiitKMKititit
TOTAL - HEALTH SERVICES
6,242.14 6,974.00 7,414.00 7,414.00 7,414.00 M
2210-130 CURRICULUM DEVELOPt€NT
1,260.00 1,260.00 1,170.00 1,170.% 1,170.%
2210-240 TUTITION REIHaFSEItNT
1,7%.% 2,5%.% 1,750.% 1,750.% 1,750.%
2210-321 TESTING SERVICES
.% 3^.% 8%.% B%.% 8%.%
2210-322 WORKSHOPS/SEMINflftS
1,369.62 l,8fl5.% 2,135.% 2,135.% 2,135.%
2210-641 BOa(S/reiNT MEDIA
36fl.85 577.% 585.% 585.% 585.%
llllKllKmilUKIIIH I(I(I()I X 1I KX1(IIK XII WOHHHHHHHHHW )»»«»»»«»»»» iHH(»«HHHHHH« *************
TOTAL - IIWWKOtHT OF INSTWJCTIQN
4,698.47 6,572.% 6,440.% 6,440.% 6,440.% .%
)HHHHHW»»«»»» »«)HHHHW»»»«» ************* ************* ************* *************
2310-119 SALARIES - DISTRICT OFFICERS
3,955.% 4,168.% 4,290.% 4,290.% 4,290.%
2310-331 LEGAL
824.50 1,2%.% 1,0%.% 1,^.% l,e%.%
2310-332 (WDIT
1,3%.% 1,3%.% 1,4%.% 1,4%.00 1,4%.%
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2310-819 DUES 8 FEES
2310-8% OTTO EXPENSES
TOTW. - BMRD OF EDUCflTItW
2:^-311 SfHJ SERVICES
TOTAL - SflU SfWICES
2410-111 SAU^Y - PRIhCIPft.




2419-819 DUES AND FEES
TOTAL - SCHOOL AWIINISTRATION
sorm miPTOH sc^m. district
1999-00 BUD(ET - district PEETING ~ PlftRCH 2, 1999
EXPENDO BUDGETED PROPO^ SCHOOL BOARD WJD(^ COW. nm. (CTION
1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 PROPOSAL RECOfltND 1999-00
284.M m.m 2,650.00 2,650.00 2,650.00
315.95 200.M 320.M 320.00 320.M
1,485.87 1,550.00 1,615.00 1,615.80 1,615.00
4,931.81 1,800.00 2,800.00 2,0^.00 2,000.00
»»»»«»#»»«»»» ************* )HHHHHHHHHHH(» »»»«»»»«»»#»» ************* *************
13,097.13 10,518.00 13,275.00 13,275.00 13,275.00 .80
»»»#»««»»«»«» »)HHHHHt»lHH(»» «»*)HHH()HH(»»» )HHHHHH««»»«# »«»»»»»»«)HHW »iHH»»)HHH«»«
17,»4.00 15,818.00 16,763.00 16,763.00 16,763.09
MMKHltHMMllliltBII KUKMMWMWMMIIWIf MKKKMMKllMMmtM UMBltMUMMMItMMM **mmwm ww wuuwww JUUULKJlJUUUtlUtMJrmncTnnrwitwwinr RRHHHititxitXffitw innrirxnnnnrinrw intxwirinrinntinrff KTrwitititTtintinnrK inmiUllHHHtKirKK
17,^.08 15,818.09 16,763.08 16,763.00 16,763.00 M
54,845.00 58,208.ra 59,798.00 59,798.09 59,798.89
10,845.77 14,322.99 14,448.09 14,448.00 14,448.09
2,491.23 3,369.98 3,248.08 3,240.08 3,248.%
286.99 308.% 331.08 331.08 331.%
608.85 1,641.08 1,861.99 1,861.99 1,861.09
499.08 589.08 515.08 515.08 515.08
69,558.85 78,331.% 80,193.00 80,193.00 80,193.00 .00
»)HHHHHHHW«»» »»»»»»»)»«»«» )HHHHHHHHHt)(»» »«»»»»»»»»«» iHHHH»»)HHH(»» *************
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MTE 3aai/99 TIME 98:42 fifl
( 61>
SO/TH HAfPTON SCHOOL DISTCICT
1999-« BUDGET - DISTRICT ItniNG - MARCH 2, 1999
flCCTI* « TITLE
2650-116 SALARY - CUSTODIAN











EXPENDED BUD(ETED PROPOSED aHXX BOARD BUDGET COW. FINffl. ACTION
1997-% 1998-99 1999-00 PR'OPOSAL RECCMtND 1999-W
9,491.54 11,860.00 12,934.00 12,934.M 12,934.
312.81 3^.00 250.K 250.00 250.00
495.95 575.00 1,525.M 1,525.00 1,525.
77.40 120.00 95.00
5,278.79 10,814.00 10,130.M 7,730.^ 7,730.f
2,156.00 2,450.00 2,510.00 2,510.00 2,510.00
1,697.40 1,573.08 3,435.W 3,435.90 3,435.8
6,745.98 6,729.89 6,970.90 6,970.08 6,970,09
985.99 1,529.08 2,871.99 2,871.88 2,871.08
743.94 1,040.08 722.08 722.08 722.M
.98 4,164.00 3,114.% 3,114.
1,363.82 3,226.90 2,464.00 2,214.00 2,214.
TOTAL - BUILDINGS
llllll»l(»llll»l( ll»» JIIIKIlllKKKKIIXKM
29,348.63 40,298.08 48,070.00 44,370.09 44,379.00 .98
MBMlHtWMMMMKMK KilMlllfKimifKIHHi JHHHtJUHHt )( H M B M jUmMMMMMmtltitit MMMJUIKKKIHHHOI m)()IMimM)IKltmt
2638-422 SNOU REMOVAL
2630-424 GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
68.88 408.88 400.00 4%. 400.08
500.00 950.00 1,100.00 1,100.00 1,100.
TOTAL - GROMS
560.00 1,350.00 1,5^.00 1,5^.00 1,5^.00 .00
iHHmMmHHHHIMM MUMMKWKMltmflU KMKMMMMKKltMmi KMMlUmKMItltWKM ItKMIOtMlOtiOOmM X)(^HH(X)(j(1Httttf)(
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DATE 02/11/99 Tilt 08:42 Afl
( 77>
ftCCTtt 4 TITLE
2721-519 TRflNSPWTflTION - CONTRflCT
2722-519 TRflNSPC«TflTION - SPEC. tCEDS
2724-519 TRA(«PORTfiTI0N - ATHLETICS
2725-519 TRANSTORTflTION - FIELD TRIPS








TOTAL - ETPLOYEE BENEFITS
1180-560 TUITION - HIGH SCHOOL
TOTAL - HIGH SCHOOL TUITION
SOUTH HAfPTOH SCHOa DISTRICT
1999-M BUDGET - DISTRICT HEHING - IWRCH 2, 1999
EXPENDED BUDOTED PROPOSED SCHCXL BOARD BUD«T COH. FINAL ACTION
1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 PROPOSAL RECOWeO) 1999-MI
36,080.80 27,440.00 29,990.00 29,998.00 29,990.M
66.% 1,252.% 2^.08 208.% 208.00
1,110.W 1,715.00 1,3M.00 1,300.00 1,300.%
1,5%.65 1,860.00 1,030.% 1,030.% 1,030.%
»)H(«»»«HH()H« »»«»»«»»»»»«« »)HHHHHHHHH(»» »»«»»»#»«»««» )HHHH(»»»»»)HW »»»»»»»»«»»»«
38,954.41 32,267.% :e,520.% 32,520.00 32,520.% .%
36,875.32 51,%8.% 68,529.% 55,047.% 55,047.%
1,941.41 2,742.% 2,855.% 2,6%.% 2,6%.%
554.% 660.% 756.% 6%.% 6%.%
1,241.53 1,515.% 1,738.% 1,584.% 1,584.%
31,318.39 36,339.% 39,990.% 38,466.% 38,466.%
9,627.45 12,288.% 12,879.% 11,860.% 11,860.%
3,958.% 4,384.% 4,4%.% 4,232.% 4,232.%
K)C»I1«1I»1I1I11«1I1I «HHHHHHHHH«» WHHHHHHHHHHW »»»»1HHHHHH(»» »»«««»»)HHHH» *********i***
84,716.10 109,836.% 123,147.% 114,485.% 114,485.% .%
»«HHHHHHHHHH( )HHHHHHHHHHH» KKXIOXIimi KII «HHHHHHHHHH« B Idlll KUIddlXKll )HHHHHHHH«»#»
217,098.04 212,926.% 209,646.% 209,646.% 209,646.%
IHHHHHHHHHHtM )HHH«»)HHHHH« l(«>»»IHII(»l(ll ll « «»)HHHHHHHH«« )HHHW»iHHHH(i« *************
217,098.04 212,926.% 209,646.% 209,646.% 209,646.% .%
IHHHHHHHHWJHHI « ll«ll ll> WHHHHHHHHHHW ************* ************* )HH(«iHHHHHHHH(
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DATE 02/1 1/9^ Tilt 98:42 AM
< 32)
flCCTtt S TITLE
3128-630 SUPPLIES - MILK fiND FOOD
sorm HfifPTm scHoa. district
ijyhW BUDGCT - district HEHING - MARCH 2, IW
EXPEWO EUDGETe fKOPQSED SCTOL BOARD MXH COT1. FlfW. ACTICW
19g7-9a 19Sa-99 1999-90 proposal RECtMtND 1999-00
525.40 527.00 527.00 527.
M
527.00
»iiii»i(»»i(iiiniii» »» 11mmidi 11X1(11 ««»
TOTAL - FOOD ^RVICE
525.40 527.00 527.00 527.M 527.00 .00
************* ************* ************* ************* ************* *************
TOTW. - OPERATING EllDGET
899,910.11 9&9,%2.M 1,873,413.^ 1,036,134.80 1,036,194.^ .80
4500-450 IMRRANT ARTICLE - HEW RJILDIHG
.06 .00 2,480,000.00 2,480,^.00 2,460,^.00
5250-892 yARRM ARTICLE-DEBT SERVICE/CAP RESER\€
• BD •W TDjOWiW 7j^ ^WaW Tjf DWaDO aaaaaaaaia
5258-898 UARRflNT ARTICLE-CAPITAL RESERVt FUND
a 00 Tjf 0D0B 00 100 100 •00 aaaaaa-aaa
2542-320 MWRANT ARTICLE-ARCHITECTURAL ^RVICES
.00 3,000.00 .% .00
1100-745 U<«RANT ARTICLE-TECffaOGY EQUIPfENT
.00 17,840.00 .00 M
4^0-460 WARRANT ARTICLE-BLDG. CONSTRUCTION
100,000.00 .00 .00 .00
IHUHUm Kim M X
H
)( IHHHHHHHHHHHH^ JHHHHHHHHHHHHI iHHHfiHHHHHHriHr iHHHHHHIiHHHHHf lH(in(jHHtiHHriHHf
0080-008 TOTAL - WARRANT ARTICLfS
"
100,000.00 35,840.00 2,555,908.08 2,555,^.00 2,555,0^.00 .00
llllllKlllllllOIKIIII tHHHHHHHHHHUW IHHHHHHHHHHHHf »»»)»»«»»»«)» II 1(1(11 II l(»l(»l»»ll iHHW»lHHHHH(»«
GRAND TOTAL
999,018.11 1,065,802.00 3,628,413.08 3,591,134.08 3,531,134.00 .M











ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 3, 1998
The 1998 School District Meeting was called to order at 7:35 p.m. by Moderator
Walter Shivik. After leading the meeting in the pledge of allegiance, Mr.
Shivik introduced School Board members Melissa Goldthwaite, Chair, Dan Mahoney
and Judy Shivik, members. Acting School District Clerk (for Nancy Brunet)
Martha Anderson, Barnard School principal Barbara Knapp, and various members
of the SAU 21 administration (John Bourgoin, Superintendent, Tom Zarnowski,
Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum, Fred Englebach, Assistant.
Superintendent for Finance, and Peter Saari, Legal Counsel) . He next
explained the procedures and protocol under which he would run the meeting,
and defined what a vote to "restrict reconsideration" meant.
Before consideration of the warrant, Dan Mahoney made a motion to allow the
SAU 21 officers, the Barnard School principal and staff, and legal counsel to
participate in the meeting if so requested. Seconded by Melissa Goldthwaite.
Motion passed.
Article 1. To see if the school district will vote to approve the cost items
included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the South
Hampton School Board and the Seacoast Education Association which calls for





And further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $7353.00 for the 1998-99
fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the
increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current
staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. Motion by Dan Mahoney - second
by Judy Shivik.
Mr. Mahoney briefly outlined the major changes in the contract: a) overall
salary increase of 2.7% per year which incorporates 2.2% cost-of-living raise
and working 3 extra days; b) longevity stipend which changed to a fixed amount
of $1200 for 15 years, $1500 for 20 years rather than an amount based on a
percentage of salary; c) change in the managed health care choices offered; d)
changes in the sick leave policy reducing the number of hours which can be
accumulated per year. The motion was voted upon and passed.
Article 2. To see if the school district will vote to approve the cost items
included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the South
Hampton School Board and the Seacoast Education Support Personnel Association





And further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $1060.00 for the 1998-99
fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the
increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current
staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. Motion by Melissa Goldthwaite
- second by Dan Mahoney
Mrs. Goldthwaite reviewed the highlights of the new contract: a) increase of
2.5% each year with a bonus stipend based on longevity ($500 for 10 years;
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$600 for 15 years; $700 for 20 or more years); b) stipend for professional
development which could include teacher aide certification; and c) sick leave
for those working 25+ hr/week would be 2 days/year with workers over 10 years
allowed to accumulate up to 30 days. The article was voted upon and passed.
At this time, Dan Mahoney moved to postpone discussion on Article 3 and skip
to Article 4. - seconded by Judy Shivk. So voted.
Article 4. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3000 for architectural services to assist in planning for the next
phase of the new school building and to prepare schematic designs and
construction cost estimates so construction of the next phase may be taken to
the voters at the 1999 school district meeting or subsequent school district
meetings. Motion made by Judy Shivik - seconded by Melissa Goldthwaite.
Discussion involved many questions and comments as to why taxes had increased
so much when a small increase was expected according to the last Town Meeting.
Dennis Blair of the Budget Committee explained that a 4.4% budget increase
associated with the new building combined with no Town surplus, no School
Board surplus, and a decrease in property valuation caused the 1997 increase.
He said there could be a small decrease in taxes in 1998 if the School budget
and Town budget both passed as recommended. Other questions were if there
been any meetings or discussions on when to move the rest of the student
population; what would be the next phase and cost of a new building; would
kindergarten be included. Dan Mahoney explained that this article pertained
only to acquiring schematic plans to send out for bid in order to have more
details to present at the 1999 District Meeting. Judy Shivik and Dan Mahoney
emphasized the increased costs due to duplication of services and utilities.
The third and fourth grades will be moved to the new site mid-March and the
portable classrooms would be used for storage and classes now held in the Town
Hall Annex. The article was finally voted upon and passed.
Dan Mahoney made a motion, seconded by James Van Bokkelen, to skip over
Article 5 and go to Article 6. So voted.
Article 6. To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School
officials and Agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
District. Dan Mahoney proposed that the District vote to raise the sum of
$979,549 exclusive of warrant articles, - seconded by Judy Shivik.
Dan noted that although the bottom line amounts were the same for the School
Board and the Budget Committee proposals, sums were allocated differently
among specific line items. The differences in allocations, totaling $27,000,
were in 1) transportation, 2) an aide position, and 3) Capital Reserve. The
School Board recommended $27,000 to contract for a second bus so that all
students would be transported to and from the school at the same time. This
would eliminate playground monitoring by the teachers, which they do on a
volunteer basis and would free them to use their time more efficiently in
professional development, helping students, or meeting with parents.
Discussion included many questions why students at the new building who ride
the current "second bus" loop could not be dropped at the main building. The
School Board explained that there were no classrooms or monitors for them at
the main building. Parents also commented they felt the student body was
becoming fragmented and losing the flavor of community which had been present
for so many years.
Ed Condon made a motion to amend line 1100-115 and accept the Budget Committee
proposal of $32,148; seconded by Jim Cardin. This would include monies for an
extra aide to help in monitoring the students in grades 1-4 at the new
building. Motion passed.
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Mr. Mahoney continued to review the line items of the operating budget and
answered questions regarding costs to catalogue the school library, contracts
for repairs/service to the computers, costs related to special needs services,
and how Internet access benefited the students.
Dennis Blair made a motion to amend transportation line item 2552-510 down to
$27,440; seconded by Craig Marx. Whereas the town had previously voted to
recommend an extra aide, the monies for a second bus were not needed. Motion
passed.
Mr. Mahoney recapped the rest of the operating budget. Because of the
previous votes to change line item amounts, Larry Baker made a motion to amend
the bottom line amount to $961,549 - seconded by Ed Condon and so voted. The
meeting was asked to vote to accept Article 6 as amended; so voted.
Dennis Blair made a motion to consider Article 5 next. Seconded by Ed Condon
and so voted.
Article 5. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $17,840 for the purchase of classroom computers and printers.
Motion by Dan Mahoney; seconded by Judy Shivik. This article was proposed by
the Technology Committee to allow for purchase of large screen presentation
systems to be used in each classroom. Committee members Doug Hadley and Neil
Courtney spoke on how this equipment would benefit the students, and answered
questions on how it would be used. Some townspeople expressed concerns about
the quality of such units. Steve Kaneb made a motion to reduce the amount to
$10,840; seconded by Dennis Blair. Motion voted upon and failed. The
original motion was then voted upon and passed.
Article 3. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50,000 to be added to the school district building Capital Reserve
Fund previously established. Motion moved by Judy Shivik; seconded by James
Van Bokkelen. Dennis Blair made a motion to amend the amount to $58,000;
seconded by Ed Condon. Discussion followed. This amendment was voted upon
and passed. Before the amended article was voted upon, Kim Lowell made a
motion to amend this amount again up to $100,000; seconded by Gary Crosby.
After further discussion, the vote by a show of hands could not be determined
pro or con, so the moderator called for another vote and asked Tom Zarnowski
to count one side of the room and Gary Crosby to count the other. The vote
was a tie and Mr. Shivik stated the rule is that on a tie, the amendment has
failed. He declared the amendment failed. Dennis Blair then amended the
article once more to $75,000; seconded by James Van Bokkelen; motion passed.
The motion as amended was voted upon and passed.
Article 7. To see what action the school district will take in relation to
reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto. Melissa Goldthwaite made a motion to accept all reports as
written - seconded by Judy Shivik. Motion voted upon and passed.
Dennis Blair made a motion to restrict reconsideration on all money articles -
seconded by James Van Bokkelen. Motion voted upon and passed.
Article 8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting. Judy Shivik noted that the third and fourth grades would be moved to
the new building to start classes on Monday, March 16, and asked for
volunteers to help with the packing and moving. Melissa Goldthwaite thanked
James Van Bokkelen for his generous donation which made the first step towards
a new school a reality. Mr. Van Bokkelen responded that it has really been a
town effort involving many people and he was glad to have been a small part of
that project. Judy Shivik and Dan Mahoney then presented Mrs. Goldthwaite
with a bouquet of flowers and a plaque in recognition of her six years on the
School Board and thanked her for all her hard work during that time.
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Audrey Brunet suggested that future Town Reports list South Hampton students
who attend high schools other than Amesbury High School. Mr. Mahoney also
thanked David Cronin who provided his labor and equipment to install the
septic system at the new building, and thanked the Selectmen, the Fire and
Police Departments for all the co-operation and hard work. Peter Oldak
reminded townspeople that the annual 8"" Grade Auction was scheduled for March
21 and donations were gratefully accepted.
The moderator than entertained a motion to adjourn. So moved by James Van





South Hampton School District Election Results
March 10, 1998
School Board Member
James VanBokkelen 115 write-in votes - accepted
Karen Mueller-Harder 62 write-in votes
Moderator
Walter Shivik 190 votes - elected
School District Treasurer
Martha Anderson 191 votes - elected
School District Clerk
Nancy A. Brunet 24 write-in votes - declined
Martha Anderson 16 write-in votes - accepted
Melissa Goldthwaite 5 write-in votes
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 Nonh Main Street « Concord » New Hampshire 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTA UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
South Hampton School District
Hampton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the South Hampton School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1998 as listed in the table of contents. These general
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the South
Hampton School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that
should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the South Hampton School District, as of June 30, 1998, and
the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of South Hampton School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the South Hampton School
District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the
general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in
relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
August 4, 1998 Ph-&lt&iBraL (lL66eaatjLdi\^
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Barnard School
South Hampton, New Hampshire
January 1999
I am pleased to submit the annual report to the South Hampton community. Nineteen
ninety-eight was a year of change and excitement as grade 1-4 students and staff spent
their first full year in the new classrooms at 219 Main Ave. The children are fortunate to
have spacious classrooms where their spirited participation can take them to activity
centers that provide opportunities for critical and creative thinking. If you have not had
an occasion to visit the new building, we invite you to do so.
At the 1 Hilldale Ave. site we continue to make use of the main building for the grade 5-8
core curriculum areas and a computer lab; the portable classrooms for special services,
health classes, and storage; and the Town Hall and annex for art, music, physical
education, and whole-school programs and assemblies. Being on separate sides of
Route 107A has changed the character of our grade 1-8 school, but we are committed to
making an effort to engage students in activities that allow them to interact with students
In other grades. We value the sense of community that a small school creates.
At Barnard School it is our mission to
1. Emphasize the development of the whole person by
* meeting the needs of all learners in an inclusionary setting
* encouraging students to explore opportunities in the arts, athletics, and
careers
* sharing our concerns for the safety of all children
* bringing the unique talents of the staff and community to the school
2. Provide a program of strong academics by
* creating high expectations that challenge all learners
* working as a team to develop an integrated grade 1-8 curriculum
* participating in professional development activities
3. Be a center of community focus by
* creating a Character and Citizenship Education program that builds respect
for self and others
* valuing volunteerism within the school setting and throughout the region
* honoring traditions and hosting cultural events
* opening the doors of current technology
Many community members help us to carry out this mission. Each of you is invited to join us





The past twelve months have been both exciting and
challenging times across all districts within SAU 21.
Exciting in that many positive educational initiatives were
either affirmed or launched throughout all the districts. Areas
of focus for all districts include topics such as student
assessment, curriculum and instruction, school safety, student
management, teacher evaluation, program evaluation, technology,
community involvement, and space needs. Through the use of
public forums, board meetings, parent organizations, 21 Voices ,
televised board meetings, open houses and parent newsletters, we
have attempted to give a clearer explanation of the strategies
being utilized by the districts in response to parental and
community expectations.
The year has been challenging in that much needs to be done
and we all want results yesterday! Adding to the challenge has
been the ever growing number of students attending our schools.
We continue to grow at a 3% - 5% annual rate. Additionally,
many of our new students bring many complex needs to the
educational process. Our special education numbers continue to
grow. As a system we are working diligently to standardize the
referral process and make efficient use of the resources you
provide us
.
Building issues in all districts continue to occupy a major
portion of our time and resources.
Students attending school in North Hampton have been
enjoying their second full year in the new facility. Combined
community and district efforts produced a beautiful playground
behind the school and redesigned and refurbished the athletic
fields out behind the school.
In keeping within its statutory responsibility, the North
Hampton School Board facilitated a long range planning process
that involved several stakeholder representatives who
participated in the development of a new school district mission
statement. The group also developed an exhaustive study of
building needs for the next several years. That report has been
incorporated into the town growth plan.
In March of 1998, Hampton School District voters approved a
$2.3 million land project to fund additional classroom space at
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Centre School. That project nears completion and is on time and
on budget. When fully on line it, along with recently completed
building projects at both Hampton Academy Junior High and the
Marston School, will give the Hampton Community three
educational facilities appropriately designed to provide the
physical structure aligned with the child centered instructional
philosophy of the district.
School year 1998-99 saw the addition of two modular
classroom structures on the Winnacunnet High School campus.
These spaces were added so that the district could accommodate
the nearly 100 additional students enrolled for school year
1998-99. A long range study group has been meeting throughout
the past year and has engaged the services of a consultant to do
an in depth investigation into the space utilization and
enrollment issues at Winnacunnet High School. The study is
expected to be completed by April of 1999.
Hampton Falls has recently received a report from a
community based long range planning committee. That report has
presented the Board with two options to be considered. One of
the options is the construction of a new K-8 school. The board
will be examining and sharing the two options with the community
during the spring of 1999 and into the next school year.
This year South Hampton residents will be presented with a
bond proposal to construct the next phase of the new Barnard
School project. This million dollar project will join grades
5-8 with the previously relocated grades 1-4.
Enrollment increases are also a growing concern in
Seabrook. Voters are being asked to approve a $2,000 warrant
article to authorize a study for the purpose of determining
Seabrook' s long range space needs
.
In addition to space needs and long range planning, the SAU
has been closely scrutinizing our curriculum planning model and
will be revamping it so that it includes an effective
implementation and program evaluation cycle. This internal
analysis of our system has been put in place to make sure that
our planning model continues to reflect best educational
practice and is true to our educational philosophy; child
centered, developmentally appropriate, and research based.
All districts continue to move forward on the technology
front. Hardware and software acquisition, integration of
technology as a teaching tool and the acquisition of
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technological skills by members of the administrative staff are
areas of prime focus.
Even with the uncertainty of the status of public school
funding due to the unresolved Claremont Decision, we have
continued to propose the best educational system taxpayers will
support in the SAU 21 districts. The budgetary process has been
a balancing act of "wants" versus, "needs" with an ever watchful
eye to the "willingness to support." The Boards and the
administrative team believe strongly that we have responded both
to the educational needs of our children and to the financial




'^ Superintendent of Schools
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SAU #21
Distribution of $916,013 to be raised by Districts as follows:
1998-99
Salary Shares of
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendents
Assistant Assistant
Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent
Hampton $22,148.20 $18,098.32 $16,746.20
Hampton Falls 3,690.00 3,015.27 2,790.00
North Hampton 7,478.40 6,110.94 5,654.40
Seabrook 25,797.20 21,080.09 19,505.20
South Hampton 1,476.00 1,206.11 1,116.00
Winnacunnet 21,410.20 17,495.27 16, 188.20
Total $82,000.00 $67,006.00 $62,000.00
The figures listed above show the salaries and the
proportionate share paid by each School District in
School Administrative Unit #21 for 1998-99.
South Hampton School District




SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
STAFF SALARIES
1998-99


























SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT






























BARNARD SCHOOL CLASS LIST - 1998-99
Grade 1: Mrs. Nichols









Grade 2: Mrs. Nichols






















Grade 3: Mrs. Peeke











Grade 4: Mrs. Peeke











Grade 5: Mr. Brunette
















Grade 7: Mrs. Catalano










Grade 6: Mr. Brunette














Grade 8: Mrs. Courtney













Amesbury High School List' 1^ ^ -- -~ ^^ ^- ^
South Hamoton
SAU #21 SCHOOL MEMBERSHIPS
as of September 30, 1998
STATISTICAL DATA
1997-98
No. of Pupils Enrolled During the Year 93
Average Daily Membership 84.3
Percent of Attendance 97%
Number of Pupils in Public High School - September, 1998 31




























AMESBURY HIGH TUITION RATES
Notes
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